KRAUS VIVA™ SQUARE WHITE
PORCELAIN CERAMIC VESSEL
BATHROOM SINK, 15 5/8 IN. L X 15
5/8 IN. W X 5 1/8 IN. H
IN STOCK
A remarkably satisfying fusion of timeless charm and modern
influence: Introducing the Viva™ Series of thin ceramic bathroom
sinks. Explore the exciting design possibilities of fine vitreous
china craftsmanship with light and elegant designs that feature
ultra-slim edges created with advanced molding technology. The
naturally hygienic non-porous ceramic sink surface is impervious
to bacterial growth, and is fired at high temperatures for a highgloss finish thats scratch and stain-resistant. Easy above counter
installation allows you to update your bathroom sink without
replacing the entire vanity. Viva Series sinks are available in a
selection of on-trend colors to complement any dcor, from classic
white to subtle neutrals to bold modern black.

DESCRIPTION

A remarkable collection of thin ceramic sinks made from high-tech vitreous china, the Viva™ Series features contemporary
silhouettes with ultra-slim edges that add modern appeal. Available in a selection of colors with premium baked-on glaze for a
high-gloss finish thats easy to keep clean.
Benefits & Features
Quality & Style: Superior ceramic sinks with slender silhouettes and textured exteriors made from scratch and stain-resistant
vitreous china
Ultra-Slim Edges: Proprietary molding technology allows for a range of shapes with ultra-slim edges without sacrificing an ounce of
durability
Smooth Non-Porous Surface is resilient, hygienic, and impervious to bacterial growth for a cleaner and safer bathroom sink
Easy to Clean: Premium baked-on glaze is fired at high temperatures for a stain-resistant high gloss finish
Easy-to-Install Above-Counter Design allows you to update your bathroom sink without replacing the entire vanity, and frees up
space on the bathroom countertop
Unique Textured Design: Detailed exterior texture adds visual depth so you can outfit any bathroom with style
Dimensions: 15 5/8" L x 15 5/8" W x 5 1/8" H; Standard 1.75" drain opening compatible with pop-up drain without overflow
A Choice of Colors: Enjoy the trendy look of soft neutrals, match any dcor with classic white, or add a distinctive touch with bold
black the choice is yours!
Coordinates With wall-mount and vessel faucets
Lifetime Limited Warranty: Satisfaction guaranteed with customer service that puts you first
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

FINISH

White

COLOR

White

SINK LENGTH (INCHES)

15.55

SINK DIAMETER (INCHES)

0.00

COLLECTION NAME

Viva

WARRANTY

Limited Lifetime

CALIFORNIA COMPLIANCE

California Compliance

SINK WIDTH (INCHES)

15.55

MOUNT TYPE

No

SINK SHAPE

Square

MATERIAL

Vitreous China

WIDTH

15.55

HEIGHT

5.13

DEPTH OF BOWL (INCHES)

4.38

FAUCET HOLES / HOLES REQUIRED

0.00

SINK CERTIFICATIONS

Meets ASME A112.19.2/CSA B45.1, cUPC certified, MASS Approved, ADA compliant

www.kraususa.com

